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Basically Broadband
The essential nature of the internet was all but confirmed by the CRTC, but work is still
needed towards affordability and access

The communication needs of Canadians have changed a great deal over the years. In the 1990’s, we saw an
individual telephone line become a basic service as a result of a CRTC hearing. Now, in 2016, the CRTC is once
again looking at the basic communication needs of Canadians, and specifically, whether the internet is essential
and affordable.
The CRTC’s Basic Telecommunications Services (BTS) Hearing was a 3 week hearing which began on April 11th
in Gatineau, Québec. During the hearing, the CRTC heard from a wide array of stakeholders regarding three
specific issues: whether the internet was essential for all Canadians to paricipate in Canadian society, whether it
was accessible to all, and whether it is affordable. The first half of the hearing primarily featured groups arguing
that the internet should be an “essential” service. PIAC, as part of the Affordable Access Coalition (AAC), was
among those arguing for this distinction.
The AAC, regarding access, proposed a “Broadband Deployment Subsidy Mechanism” which would have
telecom companies put aside approximately 1% of their revenues each year into a fund. The fund would then be
distributed through a competitive bidding process to companies willing to serve areas where broadband access
was “above cost” and therefore unlikely to be served with broadband. Additionally regarding affordability, the
AAC proposed an Affordability Funding Mechanism levied at a similar percentage, but which would be reserved
for low-income Canadian households who subscribe to telecom services – so that they could apply the discount
towards one of those services and make them more affordable.
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“The proposal we put forward for the affordability
subsidy doesn’t tell the companies what price to
offer their services at. It is just a discount available to
qualifying consumers for either $10.50 or $20.50 off
whichever plans are available. This proposal leaves the
subscriber to find the best package for them,” noted
John Lawford, Executive Director of PIAC. “If there’s
nothing affordable available in the market, we believe
companies would design more low income packages
once they see a subsidy is attached. Our hope is that
they will design something that will meet the required
speed the CRTC decides, and that would fall into the
$30 or $40 range. If you make it attractive for service
providers to design something on their own that will
satisfy the market need, we anticipate that they’ll

to schedule medical appointments, ensure success in
school for their children, facilitate searching for a job,
and to do many of the online activities many of the rest
of us take for granted.”
The Commission’s apparent acceptance of broadband
as an essential service means Canada can finally move
forward and fix what has been a great burden on lowincome consumers. The sacrifices many were making
to afford their communications service, including
foregoing medication or dipping into food budgets,
was proof enough for the CRTC that the internet was
no longer just entertainment.
“The internet is already the place to access information,

“Individual Canadians came to testify that they did not choose to face life in poverty or challenged
by physical or mental disabilities. Yet governments at all levels have chosen to ask these citizens to
seek government services through digital platforms.”
actually promote it and will want to sign people up. If
you just tell them to provide a $30 plan some will be
losing money, which means they will resist signing up
low income customers.”
In addition to presenting a thorough plan for
subsidizing broadband access and deployment,
ACORN Canada, as a member of the AAC also presented
at these CRTC hearings. Some of ACORN Canada’s lowincome members spoke about their own struggles
with the affordability of services and their growing
dependence on broadband. The personal stories
appeared to have a great impact on the Commission
and played a part in a significant turn in the hearings.
Just before many of the big telecom companies were
to present their views on broadband and affordability,
CRTC Chairman Jean-Pierre Blais stated that, in the
CRTC’s view, broadband was vital for Canadians, the
same way that the phone was in 1993.
“Individual Canadians came to testify that they did not
choose to face life in poverty or challenged by physical
or mental disabilities. Yet governments at all levels
have chosen to ask these citizens to seek government
services through digital platforms,” CRTC Chairman
Jean-Pierre Blais stated before the second week of the
April hearing. “Vulnerable individuals burdened by
social and economic insecurity came to testify that the
calculation for the level of social assistance available
from governance does not take into consideration
the cost of connectivity that is nevertheless essential
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we’re only now catching up. Services such as Telehealth
and educational videos; Health Canada is putting
video info online. Service Providers have argued that
video is nice to have, but it’s not basic,” Geoff White,
Counsel to PIAC points out. “When the Commission
said ‘all Canadians should have access to all telephone
services’, they didn’t pay attention to how much time
you spent chit chatting with your friends, so we’re
saying you shouldn’t be looking at how much time is
spent on so-called trivial things. It’s patronizing. It’s a
no brainer that high speed internet is essential. You
can barely get by without it. That’s why we put those
two proposals on the table to fund deployment to high
cost areas and to help low-income households out.”
With the hearings now finished, the CRTC has a lot
information to consider in making its final decisions on
the basic service. PIAC and the AAC are hopeful that
the focus of the CRTC’s efforts in this area continues to
be getting low-income Canadians the assistance they
need so as to be able to fully participate in society by
having access to the same basic services as all other
Canadians. A decision on Canada’s broadband future is
likely to be issued by early 2017.
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Zero Rating Isn’t Free
Exempting some content from data caps hurts innovation and competition
and ultimately, all consumers

In our last newsletter, we looked at an application filed against Vidéotron and
it’s “Unlimited Music” service. PIAC, along with the Council of Senior Citizens
Organizations of BC and the Consumers’ Association of Canada argued in their
application that Vidéotron was showing unduly preferential treatment by
allowing certain streaming music providers to have their data not count against
a subscriber’s cap. This application has now grown into a much larger hearing.
The “Unlimited Music” plans made by Vidéotron tout free streaming music, but
only for audio, and only if you were signed up for the ‘right’ services; Spotify,
Stingray, and Google Music are a few examples. There is no question that
streaming music has grown exponentially in the past few years, and certainly
giving customers ‘free’ data seems like a positive for consumers, but the problem
is much deeper and has a lot to do with a popular current topic: Zero Rating.
“Zero rating isn’t free,” asserts John Lawford, Executive Director of PIAC. “It relies
on unjust discrimination against other types of internet traffic and against other
audio or video services that are not desirable partners of the ISP who zero rates.
That costs everyone in terms of innovation, competion and most importantly,
allows the ISPs to maintain data caps.”

PIAC is a non-profit organization and
registered charity that provides legal and
research services on behalf of consumer
interests, and, in particular, vulnerable
consumer interests, concerning the
provision of important public services.
Charitable registration number:
BN: 130592405RR0001
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This isn’t the first time that PIAC has intervened when a provider has threatened
discrimination against certain types of internet traffic (sometimes described as
a violation of “net neutrality” – but in fact a long-standing prohibition against
unjust discrimination in telecommunications law) with a streaming service. Bell
Mobility made available a similar offer with its ‘Mobile TV’ application. Customers
were allowed viewing of Bell owned or controlled streaming video, at reduced
prices, so long as it was seen through Bell’s app. In that case, the CRTC ruled Bell’s
Mobile TV app left competitors with an undue disadvantage, as Bell was showing
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preference to its own services over the data of any
other party providing data (including competing
content), a violation of the Telecommunications Act.
That case was recently upheld by the Federal Court
of Appeal, and PIAC contends in its application that it
is effectively similar to Vidéotron’s current program.
“By allowing unlimited streaming of specific types
of online content for certain providers, Vidéotron is
unduly favouring itself and its streaming partners,”
says Geoff White, Counsel to PIAC. “Vidéotron
is treating a very small subset of internet traffic
differently. They’re doing so in such a way that, since
they aren’t being charged any rates or overages,
customers are obviously going to favour that content.
Vidéotron’s role as a traditional telecom provider in
the eyes of telecom law, is to just pass information
from point A to point B. Now they are inserting
themselves in an editorial manner, in a way that is
helping move end-users towards certain content by
favoring the way in which it’s treated from a billing
perspective.“
Now that the CRTC is taking an even broader look at
net neutrality and how data flows to customers in its

newly announced hearing, it may be time to look at
another troubling aspect of these types of services:
the data cap as a whole. Providers set caps for
monthly data allotmentsfor consumers for a majority
of plans, meaning customers have to worry about
overage fees if they exceed their monthly cap. Now,
with ‘Unlimited Music’, it seems to point to these caps
being an artificial problem which they’ve provided
a solution for. Is the data scarce, and therefore in
need of a cap to keep customers within a reasonable
‘budget’ of data, or do these unlimited streaming
plans unintentionally show that data is maybe not
as scarce as providers advertise? Consumers and net
neutrality advocates would likely much prefer to be
able to experience new media and content without
being herded in the direction of companies that
make deals with application providers.
PIAC hopes that the precedent set in the Bell Mobile
TV case is extended as the CRTC takes a broader look
at differential internet pricing. Consumers should
have access to the internet that isn’t diverted by
third-party money. PIAC has filed initial comments for
the hearing in October and hopes to see a decision in
early to mid 2017.

Life Lines
PIAC present at OECD Ministerial Meeting
PIAC recently participated in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Ministerial Meeting 2016, and the Civil Society Forum which took place in Cancun, Mexico.
The official event title was ‘The Digital Economy: Innovation, Growth and Social Prosperity’.
The focus of the event was to come to a consensus on digital policy and the event featured
government officials from many countries around the world. At the event, representative
John Lawford, Executive Director at PIAC helped in drafting the statement by the Civil
Society Information Society Advisory Council (CSISAC) that was released at the close of the
Ministerial Meeting. The statement commented on the OECD’s declaration. PIAC wanted to
emphasize affordability in the statement, just as we have in our recent hearings such as the
Basic Service hearing (see “Basically Broadband” on Page 1). The CSISAC Statement also noted
that international data flows, innovation, and trade policies must respect human rights. The
full text of the statement can be found here.
While at the ministerial meeting, PIAC participated in meetings with the Canadian Delegation
including Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development, the Honourable
Navdeep Bains. Canada’s innovation agenda was the topic of discussion and PIAC stressed
the need for affordable broadband internet for all Canadians in order to enable the digital
economy and innovation in Canada.
PIAC looks forward to working with CSISAC in the future and helping to make the digital
economy more accessible and consumer friendly for all.
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Financially Uncertain
The push continues for stronger regulations for payday loans, and a certain
identity for the financial planning/advice industry

Payday Loans
PIAC has long advocated for strong legislation in
dealing with certain aspects of the financial world:
namely, the payday loan and financial planner/advisor industries. In recent months, there has been
much discussion in government regarding some
safeguards for payday loan users and potentially
some order brought to planners/advisors.

this situation by introducing Bill 156, which would
address the ‘unending loan’ problem by having the
third loan that a customer takes out within 62 days
be converted into an installment loan. Currently,
the loans have very quick turnaround times, generally a few weeks at best. The Ontario Government
is also looking into addressing the rate of borrowing. However, the proposed plan falls short of truly
addressing the extremely high interest rate of a
payday loan. Jonathan Bishop believes that a public
review board should be formed to ensure the rates
are reasonable.

Payday loan storefronts have become nearly as
plentiful as Tim Hortons’. The industry has become
increasingly wide“PIAC would like to see a respread and it hasn’t
“The
maximum
rate
of
borrowing
is
problematic
view board for the maximum
shown any signs
in any jurisdiction. You’re looking at financial rate of borrowing,” stated
of slowing down.
products that are charging consumers, if you Bishop. “It should be placed
Rough financial
took the interest and made it annual, anywhere
in a public utilities-like board,
patches can obvifrom 400-600%; that’s uncalled for”
a publicly funded board
ously come upon
that takes in evidence from
people unexpectedly.
all
stakeholders
when
determining
what that rate
The problem with taking out a payday loan is that
the interest rate often leaves those customers need- should be. It’s clear that the market will not take
ing to take out another loan to afford their first loan, care of lowering the maximum rate of borrowing.
Competition has not lowered it. Every time a proand then another and another.
vincial jurisdiction has set a rate, most of the players
in that marketplace have kept the rate pretty much
“The maximum rate of borrowing is problematic in
any jurisdiction. You’re looking at financial products at the maximum. Which demonstrates to us that
competition isn’t working the way it would in other
that are charging consumers, if you took the intermarkets.”
est and made it annual, anywhere from 400-600%;
that’s uncalled for,” observed Jonathan Bishop,
The payday loan issue in Ontario is still in its conResearch Analyst for PIAC. “This leads to a situation
sultation phase, with Bill 156 being offered to a
where consumers are on a virtual ‘hamster wheel’
where they need to keep taking loans out, and keep legislative committee for review. PIAC will continue
to push for changes to better protect consumers, a
taking loans out, and there’s really no way to easily
more equitable system of repayment and to reign
get off once you’ve started.”
in the astronomical interest rates consumers face
when they’re trying to make ends meet.
The Ontario Government has begun to move on
Summer 2016 - PIAC
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Financial Planners
If you’ve ever found yourself looking to invest or just
trying to plan out your financial future, you may have
sought the services of a financial planner or advisor. When you embark on that trip to work on your
financial future, you would likely assume that those
titled individuals are held to a certain standard when
helping you. Unfortunately, in most provinces, except
for Quebec and to some extent British Columbia, the
government regulates the sale (and sellers of ) financial
products, while the advisory services from “financial
planners” or “financial advisors” are not regulated.
The reason why it is so difficult to sort out the differences between financial planners and financial advisors, and to understand what they can and cannot do,
is because they all are not regulated – meaning they
can do what they will. The Ontario Government is currently looking at how the government can better regulate financial planning and those who give financial
advice. PIAC is adamant that there needs to be greater
order brought to this industry.
“At the moment individuals call themselves a ‘financial
planner’ or something that sounds similar and they’re
not regulated. It sounds like they are, but they’re not
for that activity anyway. The first reform we’d like to see

is to have them all licensed and to give them a common set of names they can use which have proficiency
standards attached.” stated John Lawford, Executive Director of PIAC. “Then we really need to look at how they
get paid. At the moment, you can’t tell how they’re
paid because it often comes from trailing commissions and referral fees and all sorts of things the client
doesn’t see, so you think your investment just didn’t
make that much money this year but it’s because 2% or
more came off the top in commissions.”
Consumers deserve a clear idea of what they can
expect when they seek out financial advice. PIAC has
continually tried to steer government towards a set of
guidelines for the financial advisor/planner industry
that give Canadians a fair and informed start to their
financial futures. They should be able to know they are
dealing with an accredited financial service worker, and
they should know the advice given to them was not
swayed by commission money or other factors.
The Ontario Government continues to hold meetings
and seek guidance on how to bring some order to the
financial planner/advisor industry. PIAC continues to
advocate for more effective protections for Ontario investors that will set a standard that other provinces will
also strive towards. While some results are expected
later this year, consumer protection in the financial services will remain an active file for PIAC going forward.

PIAC Upcoming Projects
PIAC is constantly looking into hot button issues for consumers and delving deep to find how to assist
or address any problems in our fields. Many of the big cases in this and other PIAC newsletters began as
research projects done through Office of Consumer Affairs (OCA) grants from the Department of Innovation, Science, and Economic Development. Recently, we began work on three new OCA projects.
The State of the Canadian Consumer - A Canadian Consumer Forum: This two year project will conclude
with a two-day meeting of all Canadian consumer groups to examine the state of the Canadian consumer through a series of panel workshops, guest speakers and associated engagement activities.
Managing Legal Risk in the Canadian Retail Payment System: The Canadian government initiated a consultation process on Canadian retail payment systems in 2015. This research will clarify the legal risks in
retail payment systems for consumers, describe concepts which could help build a coherent regulatory
framework to avoid such risk and identify the best regulatory practices in other countries.
The Privacy Box: Enabling Consumer Choice and Meaningful Consent in Online Privacy: The key objective of
this project is to understand consumer attitudes towards online services and the ability to protect their
privacy. We would then build upon that by proposing a practical model or “privacy box” on websites
which could be used by organizations and other stakeholders to ensure more control for consumers over
their privacy.
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“We argued that Bell will continue to
build because fibre-to-the-home is much
faster than copper based networks. Bell
has so much content it’s producing that
it can sell down those lines, so they’re
going to do it anyway.” noted John
Lawford, PIAC’s Executive Director. “Bell
is still being paid a wholesale rate which
will be breaking even plus extra on the
internet connection. What they want to
use it for over and above that connection
is irrelevant.”
Bell has benefitted from rights and certain protections to build up their infrastructure, for example, access to rights of
way so that they can afford to efficiently
As Canada makes the jump to fibre-to-the-home speeds, you won’t have to
invest and build their fibre-to-the-home
rely on just the big three as broadband providers
network. Smaller telecom companies
simply cannot gain similar access at this
point. The CRTC noted this, just as they
There will be competition in the internet market as fibre is
did in the past wholesale hearing, and
rolled out in Canada. The Federal Cabinet recently denied a
Petition to overturn the CRTC’s decision to allow competitor made a sound decision to create a comaccess to Bell Canada’s fibre network. PIAC participated in the petitive market for fibre speeds.
initial hearings regarding wholesale fibre access for third parties, and also acted when Bell asked the Governor in Council “The CRTC very clearly and responsibly
consulted on the issues, and considered
to reverse the decision in a petition filed October of 2015.
all of the evidence and views before it,”
In the wholesale fibre access hearings at the CRTC, PIAC and said Geoff White, Counsel to PIAC. “The
Cabinet standing behind the CRTC,
the Consumers’ Association of Canada (CAC) argued that
consumers would benefit from mandated open access to the instead of second-guessing it, is the right
public policy, and the best consumer
established telecom providers’ fibre lines because it would
drive competition from third party providers and encourage outcome.”
more reasonable pricing of high-speed internet access now
and into the future. Without access to those lines, many third- It could take roughly a year to set tariffs
party internet providers would be left in the dust in terms of for fibre-to-the-home wholesale rates,
but once those are set, many additional
internet speed. The cost of building a parallel fibre network
providers will begin offering fibre speeds
for one of the non-incumbent internet providers would be
to Canadians. The additional competition
astronomical and impossible.
means it won’t just be the big names setting rates, but we hope, a more competiBell argued that for them to build out their fibre network,
tive market.
they need customers to subscribe not just to their internet
service, but also their TV and phone services. In their Petition,
they argued that being paid for wholesale internet access
only can’t make up for the potential revenue loss of signing
up customers for all three of the services, which is the basis
on which they are building their fibre-to-the-home network.
They also stated that mandating wholesale fibre access for
these smaller providers would likely cause them to scale back
the building process. Whether that is true or not remains to
be seen.

More Fibre in your Diet
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With Your Support
The Public Interest Advocacy Centre works hard to bring consumer rights to the forefront when big decisions, such
as those discussed in this newsletter, are being made. PIAC is able to do this work because consumers, through
their actions and their help, have supported the many cases we’ve worked on on Canadians’ behalf. Throughout
these stories there is a common theme; consumers made it happen.
We want an engaged public participating with us as we work to make big changes like the ones we are seeing in
telecom now. If you’d like to connect more with PIAC please visit our website at www.piac.ca. There, you can also
sign up for our mailing list to receive future newsletters and other updates as they arise. You can also follow us on
Twitter: @CanadaPIAC.
If you’d like to help out financially, you can fill out the attached form below or go to our Canada Helps page at
https://www.canadahelps.org/dn/14349.
We couldn’t do our work without the engagement and participation of the public. Only with your support can we
make a difference.

I would like to stay up to date on PIAC’s work and campaigns to support consumers across Canada:
•

Please add me to your e-newsletter mailing list.

•

Please send me information on your campaigns and appeals.

•

Please add me to your mailing list for your events.

•

I would like to make a donation to support PIAC’s valuable work. Please contact me.

•

Send me everything!

•

Please do not contact me/Please remove me from PIAC’s mailing list

My contact details:
Title: ______ First Name: ______________________ Last Name: _______________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________ Province/Territory: _____________________
Postal Code: ______________________
Tel: _____________________________ Mobile: ____________________________________
Email: ______________________________________________________________________
This information will be collected and used in accordance with the boxes ticked above and in relation to
processing your donation(s). If you have any questions regarding this please contact us at piac@piac.ca
or by phone at 613-562-4002.
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